17 Installation
17.1 In-situ Measurements of Stem Water Potential
The stem psychrometer can be installed on woody, herbaceous and hollow (Bamboo) stems of
greater than 10mm diameter. With additional care, preparation and specific clamps, the stem
psychrometer can also be used on fruits and leaves.
When attaching the psychrometer it is important not to over tighten the clamping mechanism
(except on woody stems) so as not to crush or cause damage to softer plant tissues. Typically, finger
pressure is sufficient to correctly tighten the clamp and ensure a vapour seal between the sample
and the chamber well. Over tightening can, in the short term, affect the measured stem water
potential value, introducing an error; and, in the long term (and extreme cases) cause mechanical
damage to the vascular tissue.
WARNING 12 - The Stem Psychrometer should not be used with species that exude latex or resin
from within the xylem. If the latex is clearly compartmentalised and contained within the
phloem, which can be permanently removed and prevented from entering the chamber, it is
possible to persist with the installation and use the stem psychrometer on these species.

(a)

(b)

Photo 19 shows latex exudates in (a), which is unacceptable for installation of the stem
psychrometer, whereas (b) has been prepared in more detail with xylem exposed below the
source of the latex, meaning the stem psychrometer can be successfully installed.
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17.2 Selecting a Sample
The minimum diameter of the sample stem is limited by the aperture of the chamber well of the
stem psychrometer. The chamber well is oblong in shape, approximately 6mm long by 3mm wide. It
is recommended you select stems of greater than 10mm diameter to ensure a good and reliable
vapour tight seal on the stem. Cylindrical stems of smaller dimensions (about 5 to 7mm), whilst
theoretically possible, pose a significant sealing problem and are rarely, if ever, successful. It is
recommended to avoid such difficult installations.
Small stems with flattened portions are more conducive to efficient sealing. There is no limit on the
maximum stem diameter for instrument attachment other than that imposed by the clamp size.
In situations where it is not possible to easily or safely access small diameter lateral branches,
the psychrometer can be installed on large diameter trunks or leaves. This is covered in more
detail in the sections: Installation on Large Diameter Stems and installation on leaves.

NOTE 37 - Stem water potential is an absolute measure of the water status of the plant tissue at the
point of measurement. Whilst gradients will exist vertically in the plant, stem water potential
measured on a lateral branch adjacent to the stem (which may be small enough to attach a
psychrometer using one of the two standard clamp sizes) will be directly representative of the stem
water potential of the adjacent main stem or trunk of the plant. This measurement will be a true
reflection of the plant interaction with the ambient environment and the stem psychrometer
provides a convenient and non-destructive method to continuously measure that variable.

A clamping device is required to attach the psychrometer to a plant stem. Two sizes of clamps are
available that should meet 80% of all stem psychrometer installations:
a. Small Clamp (PSY-SC) for stem sizes up to 25 mm diameter and;
b. Large Clamp (PSY-LC) for stem sizes between 25 to 50 mm in diameter.
The purpose of the clamp is to securely hold the psychrometer in contact with the stem of the plant.
Clamps are made of Lexan a polycarbonate resin thermoplastic that has great strength and thermal
properties. Thus, the clamp will not induce a temperature gradient to the psychrometer and
artificially influence the results.
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Photo 20: Small Clamp attached to an herbaceous stem.

Photo 21: Large Clamp attached to a woody stem.
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17.3 Sample Preparation
17.3.1 Sample Preparation on Woody Stems
Woody stems are preferred but most herbaceous species also lend themselves to this technique.
On woody stems, expose a suitable area of water conducting xylem tissue or sap wood
(approximately 3cm x 1cm) to ensure that the chamber well of the psychrometer will be completely
covered by the sample. Remove the bark, phloem and cambium layers and use a single edged razor
blade to scrape a flat area of xylem upon which to mount the psychrometer.

NOTE 38: Use relatively short, straight passes with the razor blade in a forwards and backwards
motion. Be very careful to maintain a level plane rather than a scooping action that will cause a
concave surface. It is not possible to achieve a vapour seal with a psychrometer on a concave (or
convex) surface.

Photo 22: Use a single sided razor blade to expose the xylem and scrape a flat surface.
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It is very important to achieve a flat surface when exposing the xylem. The calibration lid can be
used as a surrogate for the psychrometer chamber to visually check the flatness of the prepared
site. Ensure that no small gaps exist between the calibration lid and xylem surface by looking for
flecks of light between the two surfaces. If no light can be seen then proceed to clean the
prepared site.

Photo 23: Using the calibration lid to check for a flat surface of the exposed xylem.
Thoroughly clean the area with distilled water and wipe dry. This will remove spilled cell contents. It
is important to the success of the installation that all living tissue is removed and no free water is left
on the xylem surface. Often, some degree of xylem wounding is unavoidable. In species
incorporating resinous tissue or significant proportions of living cells intermingled with xylem
conduits (e.g. ray cells), great care should be taken in sample preparation to avoid contamination of
the sample site. The importance and significance of fully removing all living tissue and cleaning the
site thoroughly are demonstrated in Video 21 Installation Issues.
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Photo 24: Use a wash bottle of distilled water to wash away the spilt contents of cells.

Photo 25: Use a lint free tissue such as a Kim Wipe to dry the exposed xylem. Rub vigorously
several times to ensure the stem is completely dry.
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17.3.2 Identifying the xylem
It is not always easy to determine the water conducting xylem or sap wood of a tree. Many
underestimate the bark thickness of trees. For example there is a widespread misconception that
the Lemon Gum (Eucalyptus citriodora) is thin-barked. This due to the presence of a band of green
tissue resembling the deeper cambial layer of other species, when the tree‘s outermost bark is
scarified or scratched. This phenomenon is common to numerous trees, including the London plane,
Chinese elm and many tropical species.
This green tissue layer is actually composed of living cells which contain chlorophyll and enable the
tree trunk to produce energy via photosynthesis. Indeed, rather than being an indication of “thin
bark,” it is an important factor in tree defence, providing energy for the vital process of
compartmentalization, etc. Mauget Technical Bulletin # 01-10-15
Therefore, it is very important to have a thorough knowledge of the vascular anatomy of the
experimental plant before commencing installation of the psychrometer. It is recommended to use a
sacrificial or non-measurement tree, and fully excavate the outer layers of the tree to confidently
identify the depth, colour and location of sapwood.

(a)
(b)
Photo 26: Insufficient site preparation has been performed in (a) as the site preparation has
failed to expose xylem. This is evidenced by the small symmetrical oblong shape that perfectly
matches the stem psychrometer well. The psychrometer has been attached to living tissue that
has grown into the chamber well creating a perfect callus cast of the chamber well on the surface
of the stem.
In (b) sufficient bark and living plant tissue has been removed to expose the non-living but
hydraulically conductive xylem or sap wood. Note the series of colour changes from the black
outer edge of the bark through to the white sapwood/xylem. This exercise should have been
performed on a non-measurement tree prior to first installing the psychrometer
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NOTE 39: a common mistake in the installation of stem psychrometers is the failure to expose a
sufficiently large area of xylem. Woody plants, trees particularly, utilise approx only 10% of their
xylem for daily transpiration. The remaining 90% provides a capacitive buffer to mitigate the diurnal
impact of cavitations caused by high levels of water stress. Therefore, what may seem like
excessive damage of the stem has little if any medium to long term damage to the plant. It can be
considered analogous to a pruning scar. Conversely, failure to remove any and all living
tissue, cambium, phloem and osmotic fluids generated by damage to vessels during excavation,
WILL cause major damage to the Psychrometer. Within hours of installation any living tissue
that has not been removed and or washed away from the installation site will begin growing into
the chamber and rip the fine thermocouples from the chamber requiring the instrument to be
returned to ICT for repair.

Photo 27: The result of failure to expose xylem or sap wood on a redwood branch during
installation. Note the distinctive shape of the psychrometer well, raised above the flat
preparation surface. There are even the three perfectly shaped copper posts moulded in callus
tissue.
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Photo 28: The result of failure to fully remove all living tissues from the xylem surface through
thorough washing with distilled water and drying of the surface prior to installation. It only
requires exposure to a small amount of cambium tissue to generate callus growth which will occur
within hours of installation.

Photo 29: The corresponding psychrometer chamber from the above installation. Note the callus
residue in the chamber and the broken Thermocouple-S on the right hand side.
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17.3.3 Sample Preparation on Herbaceous Stems
On non-woody or herbaceous stems, site preparation is even more critical. Exposing the
chamber to discrete xylem is often impossible and would involve considerable wounding.
Wounded herbaceous tissue tends to respond with callus formation more quickly than
woody stems and this severely limits the period of reliable measurements. Often, abrasion or
scraping of the cuticle to expose the cell layers adjacent to xylem conduits, followed by thorough
rinsing and wiping will result in reliable measurements for at least a week following
attachment. This will vary considerably with species and preparation success. Correlating
measurements with a pressure bomb may be required to establish a successful technique for
some species.

Photo 30: Using a razor blade to expose the water conducting tissues.
VIDEO 22 – The complete process of preparing the stem and attachment of the psychrometer
is demonstrated in the Installation Video. It is recommended that this video be watched prior
to attempting an installation for the first time.
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17.4 Positioning Thermocouple-S
Prepare the stem psychrometer for attachment by removing the calibration disk holder and fixing
on the clamp. Be sure that Thermocouple-S, which is to be in contact with the sample, is extended to
the face of the chamber well by gently pushing it from one side or the other rather than grabbing it
with forceps and pulling it. Thermocouple-S only needs to be just at the surface and not extended
beyond the face of the chamber. Video 23 demonstrates the Adjustment technique recommended
to position Thermocouple-S, and should be watched prior to attempting this task for the first time.

WARNING 13 - NEVER grab or pull the thermocouple with forceps. Any tensile force applied to
the thermocouple will break the tiny wires.
Thermocouple-S is much longer than Thermocouple-C which is easily identified when viewed under a
20X (or better) dissection microscope. In addition to the visual difference in length of the
Thermocouple wires, Thermocouple-C is located adjacent to the psychrometer cable and
Thermocouple-S is located distant to the psychrometer cable.
C

S

Calibration
disc holder

Photo 31: Location of Thermocouple-C & Thermocouple-S and Calibration disc holder.
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17.5 Instrument Attachment
Orientate the psychrometer chamber so that the long axis of the oblong chamber well is running
axially along the plant stem. When a suitable site is prepared the psychrometer can be attached
using the clamp provided or some customized variation, depending upon the requirements. The
instrument should be placed squarely onto the stem, avoiding any sliding across the stem surface
and firmly attached. Typically, finger pressure is sufficient to correctly tighten the clamp and ensure
a vapour seal between the sample and the chamber well. Excessive clamping pressure should be
avoided as this may squeeze unwanted sap into the chamber and result in unreliable measurements.
Clamping pressure should be checked periodically, especially on water stressed samples, since stem
diameters vary significantly in some species as they dehydrate.

Photo 32: A psychrometer attached to a cotton plant stem. Silicone vacuum grease has been
smeared across any exposed xylem. The installation is now functional but requires thermal
insulation to reduce the influence of rapid changes to ambient thermal gradients.
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17.6 Sealing the Exposed Site
Inert silicon grease, stable under high temperatures (e.g. Dow Corning vacuum grease) should be
applied to any exposed sapwood that remains after the attachment of the psychrometer. This is
necessary to reduce local evaporation and the possibility of inducing water potential gradients in the
tissue. Also, apply some grease around the junction of the sample and stem psychrometer.
However, before doing this, it is important to test the integrity of the vapour seal between the
psychrometer and the stem. An imperfect vapour seal can be detected by directing an airstream at
the junction of the chamber and the stem with the PSY1 in Live mode and watch the dT and
Thermocouple-C values for erratic fluctuations. If both readings are stable during the application of
a stream of air, a vapour seal has been achieved and the installation is good. If the values become
erratic a vapour seal has not been achieved, therefore the installation is not good and you must
reinstall.
As this step is performed before applying silicon grease, it is possible to modify the existing
installation site. If any grease has been applied before this step the whole installation site may need
to be abandoned as the silicon grease will contaminate the site and affect or even prevent readings
being made. It may be possible to scrape off excess grease and re-clean the site for re-installation of
the instrument, but it is not recommended.

NOTE: Large quantities of vacuum grease are not necessary and strongly advised against. The vapour
seal is, and must be, made between the flat face of the Psychrometer chamber and the xylem.
Vacuum grease is intended as a buffer and for sealing any exposed xylem as a result of site
preparation. Silicon grease cannot be used to vapour seal the chamber. Eventually, any gaps that are
vapour sealed by the grease will fail allowing grease to ingress to the chamber and cause the
installation to fail. Remove as much grease as possible before uninstalling the instrument from the
stem to avoid contamination of the chamber well.
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17.7 Insulation
At this point, the attached instrument and portion of stem should be insulated with styrofoam or
cotton wool or a suitable facsimile. The foam insulation is not intended to prevent the diurnal
temperature change. Instead, it is intended to act as a thermal buffer zone to depress the rate of
temperature change during the period of measurement to determine the Psychrometric Wet Bulb
Depression. Finally, wrap the foam covered chamber and stem with Aluminium foil to reflect direct
radiation and prevent it from heating the whole installation.
Alternatively, an insulated temperature control jacket can be fitted around the installation and
connected to a bath circulating temperature controlled fluid. This is usually only possible in a
laboratory situation but is particularly efficient at limiting temperature gradients and maintaining
constant instrument temperature, two highly desirable factors in the reliable use of the instrument.

Photo 33: Attaching a high density foam insulation jacket around the psychrometer chamber
and the plant stem to provide a thermal buffer from rapid changes in ambient temperature.
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17.8 De-Installation & Re-Installation
During installation avoid using excessive silicon grease when sealing exposed xylem and the junction
between the chamber and the stem. Conservative use of silicon grease at installation will minimise
the risk of contaminating the inner chamber with grease during de-installation. This is sometimes a
hazard when removing an instrument and the danger can be reduced by wiping away excess grease
before removing the psychrometer and by lifting the psychrometer straight off the site of
attachment rather than allowing it to slide.
Video 24: The de-installation of the psychrometer. This video should be watched prior to
installing or de-installing the psychrometer for the first time.
It is also recommended that Video 25, demonstrating the preparation of the psychrometer for reinstallation in the field, be watched before attempting installation for the first time. This video
demonstrates the added issues associated with field work and important tips for successful
installation of the stem psychrometer in the field.

WARNING 14 - If the psychrometers have been permanently uninstalled at the end of the
season or a research project do not pack them up without first cleaning them. Please refer
to the sections on Cleaning and Storing the psychrometers.
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17.9 Installation on Large Diameter Stems
As previously described, the preferred installation technique is to attach the psychrometer to a
small lateral branch of the plant or tree adjacent to the main stem or trunk. In most case this is
easily achieved. However, in large diameter mature trees, lateral branches may be very large in
diameter themselves, exceeding the 50mm capacity of the large clamp (PSY-LC); or the lowest
branches of the canopy may be many metres or tens of metres above the ground and not be easily
or safely accessible. In these instances the psychrometer must be attached directly to the main stem
or trunk.
It is possible to achieve a successful installation on a large diameter stem using one of two methods;
the first is a conventional method of exposing the xylem or sap wood with a single edged razor blade
or second is to employ a specialised drill known as a Forstner bit that is used in woodworking and
cabinet making. Both methods require customisation of the clamping mechanism to secure the
psychrometer to the stem and both have issues that must be considered to achieve a successful
result.
17.9.1 Modified Surface Attachment
The same procedure is used for a large diameter stem as is used for a small diameter stem. The
xylem must be exposed by removing the bark, phloem and cambium and a flat surface on the xylem
or sapwood prepared with a single edged razor blade large enough to attach the psychrometer and
achieve a vapour seal. The difficulty of achieving this is increased on large diameter stems as they
are typically vertical in orientation, changing the working angle for scraping the flat surface and have
much thicker bark. The thickness of the bark requires that a much larger area must be excavated in
order to scrape a flat surface for attachment of the psychrometer. So large in fact, that the potential
for localised evaporation of the stem around the installation is greatly increased even when using
silicon grease to cover the exposed site.

Photo 34: Large areas of bark, phloem and cambium must be excavated to expose a
sufficiently large flat surface to install a psychrometer on the surface of a large diameter stem.
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Once the site has been prepared the psychrometer must be carefully and securely attached to the
stem. Orientate the cable so that it points to the ground to avoid preferentially channelling water
from stem flow down into the installation. And carefully place the chamber directly onto the
prepared surface.
Now a modified clamping mechanism must be employed. As each installation and stem diameter is
different ICT does not supply a standard clamping system for large diameter trees to support surface
mounted attachment. Many novel clamping systems have been developed by our customers.
The simplest method is to use a tie down strap and buckle (which can be purchased from a hardware
store of various lengths to suit the diameter of the stem). The tie down strap is then wrapped
around the psychrometer and pulled tight against the stem. This is much more difficult than it
sounds and requires the assistance of two people. The psychrometer is sitting on a flat surface
without any bracing, so the action of tensioning the tie down strap will force the psychrometer to
slide laterally across the prepared xylem surface. This has the potential to damage the sample
thermocouple (Thermocouple-S) which is raised up to touch the stem of the plant, and/or
repositioning the chamber on remnants of living tissue that will grow into the chamber. Or at very
least dislodge it from the perfectly flat surface compromising the vapour seal.
A very successful (but elaborate) clamping system developed by Dr. George Koch Northern Arizona
University in conjunction with his collaborators from Humboldt State University in California, lead by
Prof. Steve Sillett, involved a sprung platform with custom curved mounts to fit the shape of the
stem (or large diameter branch) that it is strapped to. The whole mechanism is then secured to the
stem under tension using tie down straps and buckles. This technique is advantageous in that the
vertically sprung mounts provide a reference for positioning the psychrometer on the stem that
limits the potential for the psychrometer to slide across the xylem surface when tightening the
psychrometer in place.

Photo 35 depicts a custom designed clamping system for large stems, used for installation on
large lateral branch of sequoia sempervirens, Coast Redwood.
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17.9.2 Forstner Bit Installation
A Forstner bit is used in preference to a conventional drill bit, auger bit, spade or speed bore bit
because it bores a precise, perfectly flat surface at the bottom of the hole. The perfectly flat surface
enables a vapour seal between the chamber and the xylem.
A Forstner bit consists of two cylindrical cutting surfaces around the perimeter of the drill. A
centering point is used to start the hole before the two cutting edges shear the wood fibres at the
edge of the bore. This provides good balance and ensures a perfectly bored hole square to the
surface. The radial cutting edges in the centre of the drill plane off the material at the bottom of the
hole with precision, this produces the perfectly flat surface required for achieving the vapour seal
with the psychrometer.
The outside diameter of the stem psychrometer chamber is 25mm or 1”. The most common
Forstner bit size is 25mm. However, this is too tight, making insertion of the chamber into the drilled
hole difficult. The bark must be manually excavated with a knife to enlarge the hole to achieve
insertion, but it is not possible to confidently verify that a vapour seal with the xylem has been
achieved.
For this reason a less common 26mm Forstner bit must be used to drill a hole large enough to
accept the chamber. A 26mm Forstner drill bit leaves a 0.5mm gap around the perimeter of the
psychrometer chamber, allowing for ease of insertion without obstruction or modification of the
hole. The chamber is held firmly in place by the bark of the tree, simplifying the attachment and
clamping requirements, and the bark provides an added layer of insulation immediately around the
body of the psychrometer.

(a)

(b)

Photo 36 (a) shows a close up of the Forstner bit cutting surfaces that create the perfectly flat
xylem surface for installation of the psychrometer and (b) shows the Forstner bit being used in a
cordless drill to bore the hole for installation of the psychrometer
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NOTE 40: Forstner bits are typically used by master craftsmen to make high value furniture
and cabinetry work. They are not designed for boring green wood fibres. They require great
force to push them into the material, so are normally used in drill presses or lathes rather than in
portable drills. Unlike most other types of drill bits, they are not practical to use as hand tools.
Therefore, it is important to practice using the drill bit before using it to install a psychrometer if
you are to achieve optimum results. Forstner bits have no mechanism to clear wood fibres from
the hole, such as the flutes of a conventional drill bit. As with any drilling of plant stems it is
imperative that the hole is drilled in short passes, regularly removing the drill bit to clean the
wood fibres to prevent friction and excessive heat buildup.

(a)

(b)

Photo 37 (a) shows a perfectly flat bottom hole bored into the xylem of a large diameter tree using
a 26mm Forstner bit (b) inserting the psychrometer chamber into the bored hole.

WARNING 15 – some species can exude Kino vein sap as a wound response. DO NOT use this
installation site. The Kino will immediately flood the psychrometer chamber and gum up the
Thermocouples and prevent measurements from being made. If the psychrometer becomes fouled
by Kino vein sap it can be cleaned, but will require several thorough cleanings. It is highly
recommended you clean the chamber whilst the Kino vein sap is still moist as it is easier to
remove than when dry.
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Photo 38: A Forstner bit hole that has bored through a region of Kino vein within the xylem of
the stem. Note the blackened venation in the bottom right quarter of the hole which is where
the exudates were released from.
NOTE 41: Kino is a reddish-brown gummy substance formed by Eucalyptus species in response
to injury. Specifically, it is an aqueous solution of polyphenolic compounds formed in veins or
pockets in the wood or bark. Kino veins also have been referred to as “gum veins.” Kino is
commonly seen as an exudate on the bark (branches and trunks) of many eucalypts. The formation
of Kino vein occurs in response to injury from: insects, fungi, and fire. It is thought to be a
defence mechanism, particularly in regard to pathogen infections. A type of “barrier zone” has
been reported to form in the xylem after kino vein formation (Tippett and Shigo, 1981). Drought
stress is reported to reduce the production of kino. Ethrel has been used to stimulate kino
formation (Tippett, 1986). Although all Eucalyptus species produce kino (i.e., for the 93 species
which have been evaluated), species vary in vein location and sensitivity to venation. Most species
form kino veins in xylem.
17.9.2.1 Cleaning a Forstner Bit Hole
The hole bored into the xylem of the stem must still be rinsed with distilled water (several times) to
ensure the living tissues of the spilt cells caused by the boring process are washed clean of the
prepared site.
Again, lint free tissues such as Kim Wipes must be used to vigorously dry the xylem surface at the
bottom of the bored hole as well as the water introduced into the hole that will have been absorbed
by the surrounding bark, especially at the bottom arc of the hole where the water runs to after
washing. Failure to sufficiently dry this water will result in an extended delay to reach vapour
pressure equilibrium between the psychrometer and the sap wood or in the worst case, compromise
the installation through condensation that would prevent any measurements being made.
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17.9.2.2 Forstner Bit Hole Attachment
As mentioned, a 26mm diameter Forstner bit leaves a 0.5mm gap around the perimeter of the
psychrometer chamber. This tolerance allows easy insertion of the chamber into the hole, which in
many species can be up to 25mm deep or, the full depth of the psychrometer chamber itself. It also
affords the ability to easily remove the chamber to verify vapour sealing with the xylem. This is done
by putting a series of small dots of silicon grease on the outer face of psychrometer chamber. Then
carefully insert the psychrometer and twist the chamber in the hole to smear the grease, much as
you would when using the Calibration Lid (Video 26). You can then remove the chamber from the
hole and verify that a seal has been achieved.
Once satisfied, reapply a small amount of grease to renew the vapour seal, orientate the cable of the
psychrometer so that it points to the ground (to avoid preferentially channelling water from stem
flow down into the installation) and reinsert the psychrometer. Then simply fasten the psychrometer
to the tree using a tie down strap and buckle pulled tight against the stem. Unlike fastening the
psychrometer to a modified surface attachment on a large diameter stem, the psychrometer does
not slide across the stem surface when tensioned as it is held firmly in position by the bark. Then
mount the PSY1 to the tree using the mounting bracket supplied.

Photo 39: PSY1 and psychrometer chamber installed in a Forstner bit hole on a large diameter stem.
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17.9.2.3 Sealing a Forstner Bit Installation
Silicon grease can be used in one of two ways to ensure a long term vapour seal on a Forstner bit
installation. First is as described in the preceding section: silicon grease can be applied directly on
the face of the chamber. Alternatively, to limit the potential for silicon grease to compromise the
xylem surface or thermocouples, a bead of silicon vacuum grease can be run around the perimeter
of the psychrometer chamber at the interface between the stem and the psychrometer, sealing the
0.5mm void. Again, this is not designed to provide the vapour seal. This should have already been
achieved with the interface of the psychrometer face and the flat bottom hole bored into the xylem
of the stem. Silicon grease is designed to act as a barrier to foreign bodies entering between the
hole and the chamber and to ensure that the vapour seal is not momentarily lost through the
swaying action of the tree.
17.9.2.4 Insulating a Forstner Bit Installation
The insulation around the chamber from being surrounded by bark is useful, but not sufficient to
fully dampen and insulate the psychrometer from ambient thermal gradient. The whole installation
and stem should still be wrapped in foam and covered with Aluminium foil to reflect direct radiation
and prevent heating of the whole installation.

Photo 40: Foam and aluminium foil insulating a Forstner bit installation on a large diameter stem.
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